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PROJEKTRAUM LONDON is pleased to announce its second exhibition ‘Thermopolium’ with
new works by London based artist Luca Longhi in his first solo show, and an essay by Johanna
Hardt. Johanna Hardt is a Berlin based writer and curator, a recent MA in Curating graduate at
Goldsmiths, University of London, and currently Curatorial Assistant at Heidelberger Kunstverein.
‘Thermopolia constitute the hallmark of Roman urbanism. With their bars typically opening directly
onto busy arteries and major intersections, the distinction between interior and exterior shrinks to an
insignificant minimum. From behind the L or U shaped marble-topped counter, food and drink were
offered from terracotta vessels. Equated with low-life haunts by early accounts of those seeking to
distinguish their way of life from that of ordinary Romans, the bars were a destination to those met
with the challenge of purchasing, storing, and preserving food and became a popular place of
social gatherings.
One of these spectacular street-side enterprises was unearthed in Pompeii in 2020 with fresco
paintings still adorning the ancient snack bar’s walls: Gladiators in combat, Nereid riding a
seahorse alongside items on the menu such as duck and rooster. Preserved by the rain of ashes that
eradicated the town at the foot of Vesuvius, Pompeii is a capsule with stories sealed in time. The site
continues to offer insight into daily Roman life and the history of wall paintings, with fragments of the
frescos having been chipped out to enrich museums’ collections, ultimately shaping the relationship
between ancient art and contemporary visitor.
Not by accident, the uncovering of the ancient snack bar has taken a dominant place in Longhi’s
painterly approach. His preoccupation with how space materialises social relations and
socially constituted spatial structures informs the paintings and drawings in his solo exhibition at
PROJEKTRAUM LONDON. Stitching together layers from several periods simultaneously, selected
works are emblematic of the young Italian’s fascination with architectural historiography and how
the passage of time manifests around him. Rediscovered frescos, ancient snack bars, childhood
memories of familiar interior places remixed with 80’s Italian hits equally command his attention.
For ‘Thermopolium’, such distinct fragments come together. Yet, rather than a superimposition of
unrelated layers, Longhi’s works relate in their proximity to architecture, tentative sentiments and
the broad public significance of mural paintings. Mural paintings with their paint as an integral
part of the wall’s surface make painting and building one. Longhi takes a playful stance on this
ambivalence. Whilst emulating the wall, his paintings on canvas and tiles are independent objects
with definite borders. As much as they seem autonomous, it is hard to get rid of the sense that they
were part of something larger. Saved pieces, restored, worked on, with a past life of their own.

This feeling becomes particularly pertinent in his works on paper that depict similar decorative
schemes of natural imagery. The edges of the paper are ripped. Some consist of multiple layers
with different structured surfaces and textures. It almost seems like the material has aged, weathered
somehow. “It is here, where it all comes together”, the artist explains, “where I replicate motives
combing through my archive of materials and memories.” Rather than a tentative study for something
not yet created, these delicate works resemble an artefact. There is a sense of decay – that all is
subsequent to time. Yet, rather than the romanticised idea of abandonment, Longhi’s works dwell on
the incompleteness of our memories and that which remains.’
Johanna Hardt, May 2021
Luca Longhi (born 1993 in Bergamo, Italy) graduated with BA (Hons) from Wimbledon College of
Art, London, in 2017 and Master of Arts (MA) from Royal College of Art, London, in 2019. Selected
group exhibitions include ‘An audience of echoes’ at Hockney Gallery in 2018, the degree show
2019 at Royal College of Art and ‘Where We Are’ (curated by Prof. Danny Rolph) at Mercer’s Hall
in London in 2020. ‘Thermopolium’ at PROJEKTRAUM LONDON will be Longhi’s first solo show.
Longhi lives and works in London.
***
PROJEKTRAUM LONDON is an intimate exhibition space situated on the lower level of Claas
Reiss, yet fully independent of the gallery’s program. PROJEKTRAUM LONDON gives artists and
curators at an early stage the opportunity to curate and showcase work in an informal setting,
without commitment, while benefitting from the infrastructure of a commercial gallery in an
accessible central London location.
Claas Reiss and PROJEKTRAUM LONDON are based in central London, north of Fitzrovia across
Euston Road and close to Slade School of Art, occupying the ground floor and lower level of a
retail unit in the Regent’s Park Estate, an area of high rise social housing council blocks - yet in a
central location with 6 tube lines in 5-10 minutes walking distance, close to Paddington and King’s
Cross St Pancras with connections to London airports and Eurostar terminal, and a 4min walk from
Regent’s Park through Chester Gate.
For further information please visit www.claasreiss.com/projektraum-london, email
projektraumlondon@claasreiss.com or call +44 7769 566 922. Please follow us @
projektraumlondon and @claasreiss on Instagram. Normal gallery opening hours during exhibitions
are Tue to Fri 10am - 6pm, Sat 12pm - 6pm and by appointment.
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‘Tivoli’
2021
180 x 127cm
Oil, gesso and sawdust on linen
GBP 3,090
Ref PRL-LL01

‘Gravel’
2021
180 x 127cm
Oil, acrylic, gesso, paper and sawdust on
linenpaper, sawdust on canvas
GBP 3,090
Ref PRL-LL02

‘Lontano Lontano e tanto tempo fà’
2020
180 x 127cm
Oil, acrylic, gesso, white emulsion, paper,
sawdust and granite dust on canvas
GBP 3,090
Ref PRL-LL03

‘La donna che amo mi fa cantare’
2020
72 x 50cm
Oil, acrylic, enamel, tiles and grout on
board
GBP 1,350
Ref PRL-LL04

‘Li vuoi quei fiori?’
2020
50 x 40cm
Acrylic, enamel, tiles and grout on board
GBP 990
Ref PRL-LL05

‘Dai, fammi ridere un po’
2020
50 x 40cm
Oil, acrylic, enamel, tiles and grout on
board
GBP 990
Ref PRL-LL06

Untitled (tentative)
2020
59.5 x 31cm
Oil, acrylic, sawdust and scrap paper
GBP 725
Ref PRL-LL07

Untitled (tentative)
2021
75.5 x 57cm
Oil, sawdust on Somerset paper
GBP 800
Ref PRL-LL08

Untitled (tentative)
2020
17 x 13cm
Oil, acrylic, sawdust and scrap paper
GBP 360
Ref PRL-LL09

Untitled (tentative)
2020
31.5 x 17cm
Watercolour, oil, acrylic, sawdust and
scrap paper
GBP 490
Ref PRL-LL10
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Paintings
1)
Luca Longhi
Tivoli
2021
Oil, gesso and sawdust on linen
180 x 127cm
GBP 3,090
Ref PRL-LL01
2)
Luca Longhi
Gravel
2021
Oil, acrylic, gesso, paper and sawdust on linen
180 x 127cm
GBP 3,090
Ref PRL-LL02
3)
Luca Longhi
Lontano Lontano e tanto tempo fà
2020
Oil, acrylic, gesso, white emulsion, paper,
sawdust and granite dust on canvas
180 x 127cm
GBP 3,090
Ref PRL-LL03Ref CR-TH05
Tile Paintings
4)
Luca Longhi
La donna che amo mi fa cantare
2020
Oil, acrylic, enamel, tiles and grout on board
72 x 50cm
GBP 1,350
Ref PRL-LL04
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5)
Luca Longhi
Li vuoi quei fiori?
2020
Acrylic, enamel, tiles and grout on board
50 x 40cm
GBP 990
Ref PRL-LL05
6)
Luca Longhi
Dai, fammi ridere un po
2020
Oil, acrylic, enamel, tiles and grout on board
50 x 40cm
GBP 990
Ref PRL-LL06
Works on Paper
7)
Luca Longhi
Untitled (tentative)
2020
Oil, acrylic, sawdust and scrap paper
59.5 x 31cm
GBP 725
Ref PRL-LL07
8)
Luca Longhi
Untitled (tentative)
2021
Oil, sawdust on Somerset paper
75.5 x 57cm
GBP 800
Ref PRL-LL08
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9)
Luca Longhi
Untitled (tentative)
2020
Oil, acrylic, sawdust and scrap paper
17 x 13cm
GBP 360
Ref PRL-LL09
10)
Luca Longhi
Untitled (tentative)
2020
Watercolour, oil, acrylic, sawdust and scrap
paper
31.5 x 17cm
GBP 490
Ref PRL-LL10
Sculptures
11)
Luca Longhi
Treasure seeker
2021
Railway treated sleeper, antifouling paint,
acrylic, white emulsion, acrow props,
aluminium cans and sand
Variable dimensions
GBP 1,000
Ref PRL-LL11
12)
Luca Longhi
Treasure seekers
2021
Railway treated sleeper, spares wood,
antifouling paint, acrylic and white emulsion
and sand
Variable dimensions
GBP 950
Ref PRL-LL12
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All photos courtesy of the artist and Claas Reiss.
Photo credit: Claas Reiss and Damian Griffiths

LUCA LONGHI
(Born in 1993, Bergamo, Italy)
Lives and works in London

Education
2017-2019
2014-2017

Reviews & press
MA Painting, Royal College of Art, London
BA (Hons), Wimbledon College of Art, London

2020		

Exhibitions

Awards

Solo and two person exhibitions

2019 		

2021 		

‘Thermopolium’ (solo), Projektraum London, London

2020		

‘Where We Are’ (curated by Prof. Danny Rolph), Mercer’s Hall, London

2019		
		
		
		
		
		

‘Tempo-rari’ (solo), Tempo-rari place, Chiari (BS), Italy
‘Show 2019’, Royal College of Art, London
‘Hide and Seek’, The Fitzrovia Gallery, London
‘Splodge’, Hockney Gallery, London
‘Crossroad’, Hoxton 253 Art Project Space, London
‘MÃE’, Stour Space, London

2018 		
		
		

‘Thumbnails’, Hockney Gallery, London
‘An audience of echoes’, Hockney Gallery, London
WIP Show, Royal College of Art

2017		
Undergraduate Degree Show, Wimbledon College of Art
		
Creative Debuts: First Thursday UAL Takeover, Black and White Building, 		
		Shoreditch, London
		
‘109 Nails’, Copeland Gallery, London
2015		

‘DRAW’, Ventiquattro, Salò (BS), Italy

L’Eco di Bergamo

The Hine Painting Prize

Collections
Hine Cognac collection, France
Linda R. Silverman collection, New York
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